
Carbon 
management

Look to the future 
Talk to our expert carbon team about 
carbon trading, and how we can 
tailor a solution that fits your business.



Changing climate. Changing business 
Climate change is a reality no business can ignore. 
Reducing carbon emissions is now a priority – not simply 
because it’s the right thing to do, but because legislation 
and regulations increasingly demand it. 

Our specialist carbon team can help you manage your 
exposure and minimise risk by optimising your carbon 
position. Using our market knowledge and access to 
information, we can provide bespoke solutions to meet 
your individual needs.

European Union Emissions Trading Scheme  
We have a variety of trading options for businesses with 
credits under the EU ETS and Kyoto Protocol. Buying and 
selling your credits through Gazprom Energy will help 
make sure you get the best value from your allocation. 

We offer: 

• EUA, CER, ERU spot transactions 

• Swaps 

• Structured transactions 

• Options 

• Portfolio management

Phase III will commence in January 2013 and will bring 
significant cuts in the allocation of carbon credits to 
all installations across Europe. Gazprom Energy will be 
active on all auctions and trading platforms for carbon 
credits and can help you manage this significant risk.

Carbon offsetting  
To demonstrate your commitment to sustainability, and 
compensate for greenhouse gas emissions, you can buy 
a carbon offset certificate to the value of your choice. 
Our carbon team can help you calculate your carbon 
footprint, to help you decide how much to offset. Our offsets 
come from good quality sources delivering sustainable 
development in communities around the world. Just ask 
us for a quote. 

Carbon neutral gas  
With Gazprom Energy, you can choose gas which is either 
all or partly carbon neutral. We offset the carbon footprint 
of your gas through high-quality energy efficiency and 
community schemes. Just specify carbon neutral gas 
when you ask us for a quote.

Find out more
Call 0845 230 2058 
or email info@gazprom-energy.com
 
Gazprom Energy 
Bauhaus, 27 Quay Street, Manchester M3 3GY
www.gazprom-energy.com

Our specialist 
carbon team can 
help you manage 
your exposure and 
minimise risk by 
optimising your 
carbon position. 


